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Abstract – An operating system, or "OS," is software that 
communicates with the hardware that allows other programs 
to run. Common desktop operating systems include Windows, 
OS X, Linux and Common mobile OS includes Android, 
iOS,Tizen and Windows Phone. For hardware functions like i/o 
and memory allocation, the operating system acts as an agent 
between programs and the computer hardware. Although the 
application code is usually executed directly by the hardware 
and frequently makes system calls to an OS function .here we 
compare two main os , tizen os and android. And compare 
with each os features. Every os have different working 
principle and libraries, we compare android and tizen os 
architecture.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 Tizen is an open source, cross-architecture software 
platform supported Linux and it's supported by leading 
mobile operators, device manufacturers, and silicon 
suppliers for multiple device categories such as 
smartphones, tablets, netbooks, in-vehicle infotainment 
devices, and smart TVs. Tizen offers a fertile OS, 
applications, and a user experience that customers can 
get from device to device. The Tizen OS is mainly used to 
handle an alternative, less expensive mobile market 
platform. Developers hope that Tizen ecosystem will give 
both vendors and consumers more flexibility than it is 
offered by an existing mobile ecosystems. Tizen is a 
project that resides within the Linux Foundation and is 
administered by a Technical Steering Group (TSG) 
composed of Samsung and Intel among others .The TSG is 
the primary deciding body for the project and focuses on 
architecture and implementation, alongside the 
formation of working groups to support device verticals. 
The Tizen Association is led by a group of mobile 
operators and are responsible for active development of 
the ecosystem. This development work involves market 
presence, gathering requirements, identifying and 
facilitating service models, marketing and education and 
the partners includes eBay, Konami, Panasonic, Sharp, 
TrendMicro, TuneIn Radio, Sharp Electronics, Samsung 
and Panasonic. Android is Linux based operating system 
designed mainly for mobile devices such as smartphones 
and tablets. Android was first developed for digital 
cameras. And known as advance operating system. More 
than 4,00,000 apps are available in android market and, 
it is an open source. Android is a software stack for 
mobile devices that consists of an operating system, 

middleware and key applications. Android is a software 
platform and operating system for mobile devices based 
on the Linux operating system and is developed by 
Google and the OHA. It helps developers to write 
managed code during a Java-like language that utilizes 
Google developed Java libraries, but it doesn't support 
programs developed in native code. It also enables to 
access core mobile device functionality through standard 
API calls. All applications are equal - Android doesn't 
differentiate between the phone's basic and third-party 
applications even the dialer or home screen are often 
replaced. Breaking down boundaries – it merges 
information from the web with data on the phone -- such 
as contacts or geographic location - to create new user 
experiences. Fast and easy development - The SDK 
includes a true device emulator and advanced debugging 
tools for build and run Android applications. 
 

2. HISTORY 
 
2.1 History of Tizen OS 
 
 Tizen comes from an extended history of Linux adoption 
by manufacturers. A complete family tree is available. 
Samsung's collaboration with the EFL project, and 
especially CarstenHaitzler, was known as LiMo for years. 
Tizen was renamed when Intel joined the project in 
September 2011, after leaving the MeeGo project. A 
common misconception is that Tizen may be a 
continuation of MeeGo. In fact, it is developed on 
Samsung Linux Platform (SLP), a reference 
implementation delivered within LiMo.,TheLiMo 
Foundation was renamed as Tizen Association on January 
1, 2012. The Tizen Association was accompanied by the 
Board of Directors from Samsung, IntelSamsung, Intel, 
Huawei, Fujitsu, NEC, Panasonic, KT Corporation, Sprint 
Corporation, SK Telecom, Orange, NTT DoCoMo, and 
Vodafone. The Tizen Association works firmly with the 
Linux Foundation, which supports the Tizen open source 
project. On April 30, 2012, version 1.0 was released by 
Tizen, and code-named as Larkspur. On May 7, 2012, 
American wireless carrier Sprint Nextel (now Sprint 
Corporation) announced it had agreed to become part of 
the Tizen Association and planned to include Tizen-
powered devices in their future lineup. On September 16, 
2012 the Automotive Grade Linux Workgroup announced 
it'll work with the Tizen project because the reference 
distribution optimized for a broad set of automotive 
applications such as Instrumentation Cluster and In-
Vehicle-Infotainment (IVI).On September 25, 2012, Tizen 
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released version 2.0 alpha, code-named Magnolia. It 
offered an enhanced Web-based framework with more 
features, better HTML5/W3C API support and more 
device APIs, multi-process Webkit2-based Web Runtime 
and better security for Web applications. Support for 
OpenGL ES has been enhanced. Newly added Platform 
SDK has been provided to assist with platform 
development supported Open Build Service (OBS). 
Tizen released version 2.0 on February 18, 2013 and, 
code-named as Magnolia. Apart from further 
enhancements of the online frameworks and APIs, native 
application framework with Integrated development 
environment and associated tools are added supporting 
features like background applications, IP push, and text-
to-speech. Inclusion of this framework is an impact of the 
expected merging parts of the Open Services Platform 
(OSP) framework and APIs of the Bada OS with the Tizen 
platform. On April 2013 Samsung announced Tizen Port-
a-thon. This campaign assist the Bada developers' early 
entry into the Tizen market by providing technical 
support and incentives. On May 17, 2013, Tizen 
introduced new version 2.1 and code-named as 
Nectarine. On July 2013, Samsung announced Tizen App 
Challenge, with over $4 million in cash prizes. On July 22, 
2013, Tizen released version 2.2. On November 9, 2013, 
Tizen released version 2.2.1. On May 14, 2014, it had 
been announced that Tizen: Common would Ship with Qt 
integrated. This marks the power for Tizen to support Qt 
native apps. On November 8, 2014, Tizen released 
version2.3. 

 

Fig -1: Tizen History 
 

2.2 History of Android  
 
 Android was founded in Palo Alto, California in October 
2003 by Andy Rubin, Rich Miner, Nick Sears and Chris 
White who work on “Google” to develop. 
Rubin reported the Android project as "tremendous 
potential in developing smarter mobile devices that are 
more conscious of its owner's location and preferences". 
The early intentions of the corporate were to develop a 
complicated OS for digital cameras, and this was the idea 
of its pitch to investors in April 2004.The company then 
decided that the marketplacfor cameras wasn't large 
enough for its goals, and by five months later it had 
diverted its efforts and was pitching Android as a handset 
OS that might rival Symbian and Microsoft Windows 

Mobile. Rubin had difficulty attracting investors early, 
and Android was facing eviction from its office space. 
Steve Perlman, an in depth friend of Rubin, brought him 
$10,000 in take advantage an envelope, and shortly 
thereafter wired an undisclosed amount as seed funding. 
Perlman refused a stake within the company, and has 
stated "I did it because I believed within the thing, and 
that i wanted to assist Andy. ”In July 2005, Google 
acquired Android Inc. for at least $50 million. Its key 
employees, including Rubin, Miner and White, joined 
Google as a part of the acquisition. Not much was known 
about the secretive Android at the time, with the 
corporate having provided few details aside from that it 
had been making software for mobile phones. The team 
led by Rubin at Google developed a mobile device 
platform powered by the Linux kernel. Google marketed 
the platform to handset makers and carriers on the 
promise of providing a flexible, upgradeable system. 
Google had "lined up a series of hardware components 
and software partners and signaled to various degrees of 
cooperation". HTC Dream was the first android device 
launched in September 2008. 
 

  Now, android covers 90% of the mobile OS market.  

 

Fig -2: HTC Android T-Mobile G1 (The first android 
device) 

 
Open Handset Alliance is a consortium of several 
companies. OHA may be a business alliance of firm to 
develop open standard for mobile device. Open Handset 
Alliance includes 84 firms to develop open standard for 
mobile devices, i.e. HTC, Sony, Dell, Intel, Motorola, 
QUALCOMM, Google, Samsung Electronics, LG Electronics, 
T-Mobile, nvidias. Reason for Nokia not to develop 
Android mobiles is Nokia is not a part of OHA. 
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Fig -3: OHA firms 

 

3. FEATURES 
 
 Every OS have it’s own unique features, These features 
differentiate OS from performances 
 

3.1 Features of Tizen OS 
 
•FLEXIBILITY 
 Tizen is an open source OS supported the Linux kernel 
and WebKit runtime. This means that users can get the 
source code that Tizen is based on, allowing smartphone 
owners to tinker with and alter a device’s software. Its 
main characteristic is its compatibility with multiple 
mobile platforms; which suggests that applications made 
with the Tizen OS are compatible and may be launched in 
other OS like the IOS and Android, with a slight code 
change. This feature of the Tizen operating system 
attracts developers because their application will not 
only be used by the Tizen market but with the IOS and 
Android as well. This is undoubtedly a big advantage over 
the existing android and IOS development that lets apps 
to run only on their own OS. This factor can indeed be 
appealing for both developers as well as establishments 
who want their apps in all major platforms. 

•VERSATILITY 
 Tizen allows a good sort of application development 
which may meet multiple device categories. This could be 
achieved primarily because of highly optimized HTML5 
support in Tizen. An app on Tizen coded in HTML5 would 
run on everything from smartphones to laptops and even 
to devices such as TVs. HTML5 is the latest version of 
Hypertext Markup Language, the code that expresses web 
pages. HTML5 has been designed to convey almost 
everything you would want to do online without 
requiring any additional software such as browser 
plugins. It does everything from music to movies, 
animation to apps, and may even be wont to build 
incredibly complex applications that run in your browser. 

•PERSONALIZATION & CUSTOMIZATION 

 Tizen is meant to form it economical and feasible to 
tailor its features to specific user markets. A developer 

can easily remove the operating system components for 
running the apps that user do not require. As a result, 
Tizen will allow carriers and developers to require the 
core OS and customize it for the precise market the 
phone model targets. This is a differentiator where Tizen 
performs much better than other mobile Operating 
Systems. 

3.2 Features of Android OS 
 
• NEAR FIELD COMMUNICATION (NFC) 

 Most android devices support NFC, that permits electronic 
devices to simply move across short distances. The most aim 
here is to make a payment possibility that's easier than 
carrying credit cards or money, and whereas the market 
hasn’t exploded as several consultants had foretold, there 
could also be another within the works, within the variety of 
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). 

• ALTERNATE KEYBOARDS 

 Android supports multiple keyboards and makes them 
simple to install; the SwiftKey, Skype, and 8pen apps all 
provide ways in which to quickly modification up your 
keyboard vogue. Alternative mobile operative systems either 
don’t allow further keyboards in the slightest degree, or the 
method to put in and use them area unit tedious and long. 

• INFRARED TRANSMISSION  

 The android software supports a inherent infrared 
transmitter, permitting you to use your phone or pill as a 
distant management. 

• AUTOMATION 

 TheTasker app helps you to not solely management app 
permissions however additionally alter them. Does one 
solely need your location servict to move throughout the 
day? need to make a custom-made thanks to begin your 
music—for example, with a voice command and at an exact 
volume? Tasker will facilitate. 

 WIRELESS APP DOWNLOADS 
 

 Accessing app stores on any mobile device can be 
frustrating, but iOS makes it a little more difficult—
download an app on your computer, and it won’t sync to 
your mobile device until you plug in and access iTunes. Using 
the Android Market or third-party options like AppBrain, 
meanwhile, let you download apps on your PC and then 
automatically sync them your Droid, no plugging required. 
 
 STORAGE AND BATTERY SWAP 

 
 Android phones also have unique hardware capabilities. 
Google’s OS makes it possible to remove and upgrade your 
battery or to replace one that no longer holds a charge. In 
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addition, Android phones come with SD card slots for 
expandable storage. 

 CUSTOM HOME SCREENS 
 

 While it’s possible to hack certain phones to customize the 
home screen, Android comes with this capability from the 
get-go. Download a third-party launcher like Nova, Apex or 
Slide and you can add gestures, new shortcuts, or even 
performance enhancements for older-model devices. 

 WIDGETS 
 

 Apps are versatile, but sometimes you want information at a 
glance instead of having to open an app and wait for it to 
load. Android widgets let you display just about any feature 
you choose, right on the home screen—including weather 
apps, music widgets, or productivity tools that helpfully 
remind you of upcoming meetings or approaching deadlines. 

 CUSTOM ROMS 
 

 This is a big one. Because the Android operating system is 
open source, developers can tweak the current OS and build 
their own versions, which users can download and install in 
place of the stock OS. Some are filled with features, while 
others change the look and feel of a device. Chances are if 
there’s a feature you want, someone has already built a 
custom ROM for it. 

4. VERSIONS 
  
 The tizen OS and Android OS have different versions, Each 
versions have drawbacks and merits. In each updation they 
try to overcome this drawbacks.  

  
4.1 Versions of Tizen OS 

 Tizen 1.0 , April 30, 2012  
 Tizen 2.0 ,February 18, 2013 
 Tizen 3.0, May 20, 2017. 

 

4.2 Versions of Android OS 

 Android Astro 1.0, September 23, 2008. 
 Android Cupcake 1.5, April 30, 2009. 
 Android Donut 1.6 ,September 15, 2009 
 Android Éclair 2.0/2.1 October 26, 2009 
 Android Froyo 2.2, May 20, 2010.  
 Android Gingerbread 2.3 ,December 6, 2010 
 Android Honeycomb 3.0, February 22, 2011. 
 Android IceCream Sandwich 4.0,November 14, 2011 
 Android JellyBean 4.1, June 27,2012 
 Android Kitkat 4.4 , October 31,2013 
 Android Lollipop 5.0, November 12, 2014  
 Android Marshmallow 6.0 ,May 28, 2015  

 Android Nougat 7.0, August 22, 2016  

 Android Oreo 8.0 , August 21, 2017  
 Android Pie 9.0 , August 6, 2018 
 Android 10 10.0, September 3,2019 

 

5. ARCHITECTURE 
 
5.1 Design of Tizen 
 
 The Tizen Association was shaped to guide the business role 
of Tizen, as well as gathering needs, distinctive and 
facilitating service models and overall business promoting 
and education.Tizen provides application development tools 
supported the JavaScript libraries jQuery and jQuery Mobile. 
Since version a pair of.0, a native application framework is 
additionally accessible, supported associate Open Services 
Platform from the Bada platform.The software system 
development kit (SDK) permits developers to use HTML5 
and connected net technologies to write down applications 
that run on supported devices. 

• oFono is that the telecommunication stack 

• Smack is employed to sandbox HTML5 net applications. 

• Windowing system 

• The X Window System with the Enlightenment Foundation 
Libraries square measure used. 

• Wayland: Tizen up to a pair of. x supports Wayland in in-
vehicle docudrama (IVI) setups and from three.0 onward 
defaults to Wayland. 

• ZYpp was chosen as package management system (PMS) 

• ConnMan was chosen over Network Manager 

5.1.1 OPEN Setting 

 The Core Mobile net Platform Community cluster (Coremob) 
brings developers, instrumentality makers, browser vendors 
and operators along to agree on core options that developers 
will rely on.HTML5 application Tizen, Android, Firefox OS, 
Ubuntu bit, Windows Phone, and webOS while not a 
browser. In late January 2013, Tizen 2.0 scored highest at 
the time in associate HTML5 take a look at of any browsers. 
Because the recent HTML5 tests were phased out on 
Gregorian calendar month thirteen, 2013, Tizen 2.2 fell 
below BlackBerry ten.2 at 494 out of 555 points. However, as 
of Dec 2013 desktop browsers had regained the advantage, 
and results for Tizen a pair of.2 on a Samsung device score 
highest overall in mobile, with a score of 497 points. Tizen 
IVI (In-Vehicle Infotainment) is associate OS from the 
Automotive Grade UNIX Workgroup. It’s PC-compatible. 
Applications supported Qt, GTK+ and EFL frameworks will 
run on Tizen IVI. Whereas there's no official support for 
these third-party frameworks, in keeping with the reason on 
the Tizen SDK site, Tizen applications for mobile devices will 
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be rcdeveloped while not hoping on a political candidate 
Tizen IDE as long because the application complies with 
Tizen packaging rules. In could 2013, a community port of Qt 
to Tizencentered on delivering native GUI controls and 
integration of Qt with Tizen OS options for smartphones. 
supported the Qt port to Tizen, Tizen and mer will 
interchange code. 

5.1.2 Design  

 At the highest layer of Tizen, all services and applications 
reside. Below the highest layer, platform services square 
measure placed. The SDKs and Apis run at this layer to 
permit application developer to access Tizen capabilities and 
build innovative user or enterprise applications. Next deeper 
layer is that the middleware layer wherever several open 
supply middleware elements square measure accessible. The 
last and final innermost layer is that the UNIX kernel 
(SMACK).Tizen may be a standards-based platform that 
gives net and native Apis for developing applications for 
multiple device classes. Tizen is presently targeted for good 
phones and pill devices, tho' planned to hide a lot of device 
varieties within the future .The Tizen design consists of the 
subsequent subsystems: 

• Web framework 

 The net framework accommodates and leverages latest Web 
technologies. It provides an oversized variety of HTML5 
functionalities outlined by W3C and alternative 
standardization teams, like video, audio, form, 2D canvas, 
WebGL, CSS3, geolocation, vibration, Web socket, and net 
employee. Additionally, the framework defines numerous 
new devices Apis, that change you to access device 
functionalities, like Bluetooth, close to field communication 
(NFC), alarm, and electronic messaging. The device 
functionalities square measure supplied with a strict rule-
based security system that restricts the malicious use of the 
device Apis. 

 

Fig -4: Tizen Architecture 
 

• Native framework 

 The native framework consists of system services and a 
group of native namespaces across varied domains 
providing over ten,000 open arthropod genus with that 
native applications may be developed. The namespaces 

embody, for instance, Base, Io, App, Security, Graphics, Ui, 
Net, Messaging, Social, Locations, and Web. The framework 
conjointly provides in style normal open supply libraries, 
like glibc, libstdc++, libxml2, OpenGL® ES, OpenAL, and 
OpenMP® to support economical application development 
and also the migration of pre-existent applications 
victimisation such libraries. 

• Core 

 The Core scheme provides options needed by the online and 
native frameworks. It consists of open supply libraries and 
an extra set of arthropod genus to be effectively employed by 
the higher layer subsystems. 

• Kernel 

 The kernel scheme contains the UNIX system kernel and 
device drivers. 

Web vs. Native Framework 

 Native and net frameworks ar complementary to 
every different. 

 Web is robust in movability, easy app development, 
and incorporates a token learning curve Native is 
comparatively higher in terms of performance and 
memory consumption 

 Native allows reusing the prevailing engine and 
libraries written in C & C++ in app development. 

 Different combos for commixture net and native, 
betting on the characteristics or needs of the app to 
be developed. 

Native Framework vs core 

 Both are native in nature however specializing in 
completely different aspects 

 Core focuses on: – Providing common 
functionalities to net and native frameworks No 
have to be compelled to guarantee app binary 
compatibility (ABC) – Performance and power 
improvement 

 Native framework focuses on: – Application 
development productivity whereas guaranteeing 
fundamentals – Well-documented API references, 
developer guide, sample codes, and associated tools. 

Licensing model 

 Tizen 2.x incorporates a difficult licensing model, partly 
because of the patent troll drawback that exists within the 
international smartphone market . whereas Apple has 
pursued patent proceeding and even transferred some to 
identified trolls to pursue Tizen partners (HTC, LG, Samsung, 
and more), by early 2014 cross-licensing among hardware 
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makers was happening additional broadly speaking. 
Extending open supply computer code Associate in Nursingd 
patenting the extension is an choice that the majority open 
supply licenses don't prohibit. Tizen's open governance 
model was created through public input, suggestions, 
criticism, or participation, for Tizen three.0. The software 
consists of the many open supply parts. Variety of parts 
internally developed by Samsung (e.g., boot animation, 
calendar, task manager, music player applications) ar, 
however, free beneath the Flora License, primarily a BSD- or 
Apache-style license except granting patents to "Tizen 
Certified Platform" solely. 

5.2 Architecture of Android 

 The design of android contains the subsequent components: 

• Linux kernel 

• Libraries 

• Android run time o Core libraries o Dalvik virtual machine 

• Application layer 

• Application framework 

 

Fig -5: Architecture of Android 
 

5.2.1 Application Framework 

Developers have full access to identical framework 
arthropod genus utilized by the core applications. The 
applying design is meant to modify the apply of components; 
any application will publish its capabilities and the other 
application could then create use of these capabilities 
(subject to security constraints enforced by the framework). 
This same mechanism permits elements to get replaced by 
the user. Underlying all applications may be a set of services 
and systems, including:  

•A rich associate degreed protrusible set of Views that may 
be wont to build an application, as well as lists, grids, text 

boxes, buttons, associate degreed even an embeddable 
browser  

• Content suppliers that change applications to access 
knowledge from different applications (such as Contacts), or 
to share their own knowledge  

• A Resource Manager, providing access to non-code 
resources like localized strings, graphics, and flat files  

• A Notification Manager that permits all applications to 
show custom alerts within the standing bar  

• Associate degree Activity Manager that manages the life 
cycle of applications and provides a standard navigation 
back stack. The applying design includes the subsequent 
components: 

• Activity manager – manages application life cycle 

• Android provides a group of core applications: 

• Email consumer 

• SMS Program 

• Calendar 

• Maps 

• Browser 

• Contacts 

All applications ar written mistreatment the Java language. 

APIs : knowledge Structures, Utilities, File Access, Network 
Access, Graphics, etc. 

5.2.2 Libraries 

 Android includes a group of C/C++ libraries utilized by 
numerous elements of the android system. These capabilities 
ar exposed to developers through the android application 
framework. a number of the core libraries ar listed below: 

• System C library 

A BSD-derived implementation of the quality C system 
library (libc), tuned for embedded Linux-based devices. 

• Media Libraries 

Based on Packet Video's Open CORE; the libraries support 
playback and recording of the many widespread audio and 
video formats, moreover as static image files, as well as 
MPEG4, H.264, MP3, AAC, AMR, JPG, and PNG. 
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• Surface Manager 

Manages access to the show system and seamlessly 
composites second and 3D graphic layers from multiple 
applications. 

• LibWebCore 

A modern browser engine that powers each the android 
browser and internet read. SGL - the underlying second 
graphics engine 

• 3D libraries 

An implementation supported OpenGL E one.0 APIs; the 
libraries use either hardwareb3D acceleration (where 
available) or the enclosed, extremely optimized 3D software 
system rasterizer. 

• Free kind 

Bitmap and vector font rendering SQLite - a robust and light-
weight electronic database engine obtainable to all or any 
applications. 

5.2.3 Android Runtime 

Android includes a group of core libraries that has most of 
the practicality obtainable within the core libraries of the 
Java artificial language. Each Android application runs in its 
own method, with its own instance of the Dalvik virtual 
machine. Dalvik has been written so a tool will run multiple 
VMs with efficiency. The Dalvik VM executes files within the 
Dalvik workable (.dex) format that is optimized for bottom 
memory footprint. The VM is register-based, and runs 
categories compiled by a Java language compiler that are 
remodeled into the .dex format by the enclosed "dx" tool. 
The Dalvik VM depends on the Linux kernel for underlying 
practicality like threading and low-level memory 
management. At identical level there's android Runtime, 
wherever the most element Dalvik Virtual Machine is found. 
it had been designed specifically for android running in 
restricted surroundings, wherever the restricted battery, 
CPU, memory and knowledge storage ar the most problems. 
Android offers associate degree integrated tool “dx”, that 
converts generated computer memory unit code from .jar to 
.dex file, once this computer memory unit code becomes far 
more economical to run on the tiny processors. 

 

Fig -6: Android Runtime Libraries 
 

5.2.4 Linux Kernel 

Android design relies on LINUX a pair of.6 kernel. It helps to 
manage security, memory management, method 
management, network stack and different vital problems. 
Therefore, the user ought to bring UNIX in his mobile device 
because the main software and install all the drivers needed 
so as to run it. Android provides the support for the 
Qualcomm MSM7K chipset family. For example, this kernel 
tree supports Qualcomm MSM 7200A chipsets, however 
within the last half of 2008 we must always see mobile 
devices with stable version Qualcomm MSM 7200, which has 
major features: 

1. WCDMA/HSUPA and EGPRS network support a pair of. 
Bluetooth 

2. and Wi-Fi support 

3. Digital audio support for mp3 and different formats 

4. Support for in operation system} and different third-party 
operating systems 

5. Java hardware acceleration and support for Java 
applications 

6. Qcamera up to 6.0 megapixels 

 

Fig -7: Linux Kernal Component 
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5.2.5 The Dalvik Virtual Machine 

 The Dalvik virtual machine is associate degree interpreter 
solely machine optimized to be used on low battery-
powered, low memory devices like phones. Notably, Dalvik 
doesn't build use of simply in time (JIT) Compilation to boost 
the performance of associate degree application at runtime. 
What is more, Dalvik isn't a Java virtual machine. This is 
often as a result of Dalvik is unable to scan Java bytecode34, 
instead it uses its own bytecode format known as “dex”. 
Google claims this kindat allows battery power to be better-
conserved {at all|in the least|the least bit|in the slightest 
degree|in associate degreey respect} totally different stages 
of execution of an application. this suggests that normal Java 
SE applications and libraries can not be used directly on the 
android Dalvik virtual machine. Dalvik but stands at the 
middle of the android price proposition. Its low wattage 
consumption, made libraries, and unified, non-fragmented 
application programming interfaces build it stand out, 
around Google hopes, over the fragmented scheme that's 
Java ME35 these days. what is more, since Dalvik uses the 
Java artificial language however not the Java execution 
setting (JVM), Google is liberated to develop android while 
not the requirement to license or acquire certification from 
Sun Microsystems Iraqi National Congress, the legal owner 
of the Java trademark and types. 

 

Fig -8: Dalvik Virtual Machine 
 

6. ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS 

6.1 TIZEN OS ADVANTAGES 

• Compatibility with multiple mobile platforms: which 
suggests that applications created with the tizen os remains 
compatible and will be launched in alternative os like 
androidand ios with a touch code amendment 

• Extensive personalisation capabilities: that is even higher 
than that of android; it's support by ARMx86 processors ; 
and therefore the terribly low limits on the event platform of 
privatization. 

• It can have the simplest HTML5 support 

• Tizen OS was able to run androidapplication that features a 
base of HTML5. This can be after all superb news for you. 
You’ll still get the flexibility to perform activities obtained 
from the androidpackage. 

• This package has support from a range of alternative 
devices likea TV, a camera, or a PC 

6.2 Merits of Android OS 

• Android worth fits your pocket android devices are 
cheaper than iPhones that is one in all main reason why 
Android phone 

• Sale is growing quickly. IPhone is a chic device that 
everyone can’t afford to shop for. Free apps and games 
android offers heaps of free games and applications on 
google play, whereas IPhone have 

• Mostly paid Apps on App Store. That is additionally the 
most reason why individuals skip IOS and attract towards 
mechanical man. Launchers android offers several cool 
launcher apps for customizing home screen’s vogue. 
Whereas Apple 

• Do not enable users to customize their home screen and 
every one the users have same home screen. Custom ROMs 
android users will install custom memory board on their 
sensible phone, that permits them to switch 

• Original package comes with their sensible phone. a 
number of the android users need to use some tools and 
apps that don't work on their original OS, that’s why they 
Root their phone and install custom ROMS. Google 
Integration Google integration is extremely helpful service 
provided by google to it’s users. Undisputedly google 

• Dominates the online with it’s amazing services like Google 
drive, Google Music, Google Map, Google Docs, Google mail, 
Google and, Google country. And therefore the list goes on, 
however IOS don't give these apps integration. Expandable 
Memory android permits you to place a memory card to 
extend your phone memory. What will Apple 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Android could be a really open, free development platform 
supported UNIX operating system and open supply. 
telephone manufacturers will use and customize the 
platform while not paying a royalty. A component-based 
design impressed by net mash-ups. Components of one 
application will be utilized in another in ways that not 
originally unreal by the developer. Will even replace builtin 
parts with own improved versions. This can unleash a brand 
new spherical of power within the mobile area. User 
expertise can get simplified with Tizen and it's seemingly to 
evolve as an excellent platform for connected devices. With 
application programmers, the ultimate push for HTML5 can 
facilitate Tizen applications also in future. whereas 
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nowadays iOS has additional revenues and mechanical man 
additional devices, and this tug war to get on high goes on, 
HTML5 and Tizenar seemingly to evolve as viable 
mechanical man various for the contributory members like 
Samsung. The open nature may push Tizen isn't a possible 
second spot rival Connected devices are getting a lot of 
broader phase than simply mobile phones or tables. During 
this state of affairs, open cross class platform, Tizen are 
deployed in smartTV, car’s vehicle motion picture, game 
consoles, hosted games, eBooks, Music boxes, camera, 
Glasses and watches. Sensible device could be a tool that 
produces user life easier. Breaking the barrier between 
numerous devices is that the key for system integrators and 
operators. Because the network information measure 
catches up with user interactions, additional advanced 
applications written with few straightforward lines of 
HTML5 on Tizen can catch user imaginations. Mobiveil is 
clasp this vision beside Tizen and making a Tizen ability 
science laboratory. Tizen can facilitate firms to assume 
globally, act domestically with its reach to underneath 
developed and developing nations with reasonable sensible 
phones with internet property From initial findings, Tizen 
appearance promising package with a solid backing from 
huge names Samsung & Intel. it's numerous options which 
provides it a position over alternative OS. Tizen can need to 
push extremely laborious to realize the highest spot, it's 
numerous options to try to to therefore however need a 
robust application info. 
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